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* '^thatjhe Wranges and orchestrates 'another maTtt;s
njusie, is, enough to brand the arranger's work
as something to be lived down. After all,
ha* not the composer thought out the original
composition? The arranger, then, merely adds
a few embellishments, frills and accessories
to music which has nothing to do with his own
conception of self expression!

Nothing could be further from the truth than
such a belief. The modern arranger is a product
of our times. Just as the Motion Picture has
produced a new type of writer—the Scenario
writer, so has our modern music produced a
new type of composer, the Arranger.

Unquestionably, our popular American dance
music is in great measure responsible for this.
Many surprising changes have taken place Since
those early days, when Art Hickman and Pau}
Whiteman thought of introducing the arranger
into the dance music field. From a crude, un-
taught form, with little or no music ever scored,
came these wonderful, polished arrangements,

''setting a new high standard of performance in
popular dance music.

While the dance musician of today has
j^apbed t high degree; of excellence in execu-
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Detroit Symphony Now Aired
The 110-piece Detroit Symphony Orchestra,

under the directorship of Karl Krueger, will
be heard as a weekly feature over the-KHJ-Don
Lee network, starting Saturday, November 11,
from 5.30 to 6:00 p.m. PWT, presented
through the courtesy of Henry H. Reichhold,
chairman of the board of Reichhold Chemicals,
Inc., and president of the Detroit Symphony
Orchestra.

The Mutual network airing of the Detroit
Symphony culminates a history of resolute will,
triumphing over discouragement. In the autumn
of 1942 when the Detroit Symphony Society
decided to suspend concert-giving for the
war's duration, there was little hope for the
orchestra's survival. Then Mr. Reichhold,
backed by public-spirited Detroiters, stepped in,
hired noted conductor Karl Krueger away from
the Kansas City Philharmonic, and musical
history , began to be made.

The program, which for the first cycle of the
broadcasts will carry no commercials, will be
broadcast from Detroit's Masonic Temple Audi-
torium through the facilities of CKLW, De-
troit-Windsor.
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'Barbary Coast' Has Varied
Orchestral Combinations

A variety of instrumental combinations were
used in scoring Republic's production, ".Flame
of the Barbary Coast." While _«be recordiag1,
of, the background score cttUed'&W,*,'"

r * ' .. i y.i;. . it* ' t -L t i. , .»., . j a .wfJ'&jf£t

. "'That he to-itt 'spite of'his'
• ,facfc of 'elementary knowledge of melody .writ-

1 ,• . , (Continued on Page 2)

Clifford Vaughn's Organ
v Symphony Performed

1 . Clifford Vaughan's Organ Symphony No, 2,
in one movement, was performed on Septern-

^ber, 15, at Royce Hall Auditorium, UCLA.
Clarence Mader rendered the composition in a
'program sponsored by the Musicians Congress
for "Music in Contemporary Life." Other com-
posers represented include: Willy Stahl, Ernst
Toch, Joseph Achron and Miklos Rozsa.

Leigh Marline with 'Strangle?'
, "Brighton Strangler" an RKO pic had Leiglj

1 Marline "as composer of the musical score. Or-
chestrations were .handled by Gil, Grau, and

' .Morton.

Iferrjwri whp*ihfts .ffi
music for-some of the s&twences 'of "
Square >at Twentieth Century, is to return to
Hollywood to complete the score fo« the film.

Johnny Green's Music Decca'd
Compositions by Johnny Green, composer

at MGM, are to be recorded by Decca, in an
album of 12 sides. Arrangements for the deal
have been okayed by MGM where Green is.
under contract.

Alfred Newman Gives
Lecture on Film Music

Alfred Newman, musical directory at Twen-
tieth Century-Fox, is to give a lecture at the
next Music, Educators Conference at the Carthay
Circle^ Theatre, showing how film 'music is de-
veloped and handled. In order to illustrate his
ideas, mote vclearly; Newman will use. as an
example the musical, score of "Wilson,"

'tanecnisly for certai'rrseepai.
Dale 'Butts 'composed and

sical Score, with Mort Glkk«
and Mdrton S<totf 'conducting.

'Keys of the Kingdom'
Uses Orchestra of 70

"Keys of the Kingdom" is another'!
major productions to be released by Twentieth
Century-Fox. The picture runs to; two JKiiws
and 40 minutes, with nearly two 'hou|s, of
music. The score which called for an brcntestfa ,
of 70, was composed by Alfred Newman, TOU-,
sical dirctor at that studio, with Edward Po^dl-
writing the developments and orchestrations,

Dave Raksin in 'Laura'
Dave Raksin,composed score to

Twentieth Centujry picture. Arthur
chestrated.t , '
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ing and composition—achieved by the "trial-
and-error" method, a style of writing, is a fact
'remarkable in itself. ».

But the point is not whether the arranger -has
had his early training in a conservatory, or
whether he gradually acquired it from the
lowly beginning of a small-time dance band.
The fact is that he must have had—in either
case—an urge for creation along with his flair
for showmanship. He was a composer, whether
he knew it or not, before he became an
arranger. Training can be acquired, creative
ability cannot.

he ^has to des,l, with a ,cc>mme/eial
nV*!t. j. . '«j; I51 _,JI_, _ î .,.,-,j j... 'jiulu HES-i'l-'j-Jd .J &Lfr<&£.ud!&9iH£tv<

Ballots for the forthcoming election of
ASMA officers are now being mailed to the
membership. It is important that each member
vote and return his ballot by return mail to
Secretary Vernon Leftwich, Halliburton Build-
ing, S.uite 1119-1709 West 8th Street, Los
Angeles, California. Ballots must reach Mr.
Lertwich before the election which will take
place Tuesday, November 14, 1944.

Reprint from Film Music Notes, June, 1944:
"Another Hollywood bulletin worthy of note is
that published by the American Society of
Music Arrangers, called "THE SCORE." It con-
tains much data of interest to alf musicians and
especially film musicians, and should enjoy a
wide circulation among all of them."

A SCORE IS BORN
• By CHARLES MAXWELL

The third and final -stage in the develop-
ment of the motion picture score, is the actual
playing and recording of the music.

The average studio orchestra is composed
of top-ranking artists of the profession. Jn most
cases it compares favorably with the finest sym-
phony organizations extant. The ability of these
musicians to read on sight and master quickly
the most difficult musical passages has amazed
visiting symphony conductors like Coates, Sto-
kowski and Stravinsky. Small studios and
independent producers use whatever men are
available, including members of established or-
ganizations. Competent leadership ~weWs Such
"pick-up" orchestras into smooth ensembles •
usually within the first hour of playing timfe.'

The size of the orchestra is controlled by

does,a maraschino cherry make? . . . That was
the question which confronted Joe Reichmafa's
orchestra on "Stop That Villain" over KHJ,
when the cherry was part of the sponsor's
recipe-of-the-week. And it was a complicated
question, for not only was Reichman called
upon to decide the proper tone—bi'g, little,
sweet or soar—but also whether the' cherry
would hit the -glass with one "plop" or roll
down the side "plink-plink-plink."

Another proof that music is assumming a
more and more important part in everyday
occurrences is the new program launched by
KHJ, "Headlines in Harmony." Blending last-
minute news and feature stories with last-
minute song hits and feature numbers, "Head-
lines in Harmony" mixes two of radio's best
entertainment bets with ease and listenability.

SAMMY KAYE'S recordings "Daddy," "Re-
member Pearl Harbor," "Hawaiian Sunset,"
and "Dear Mom,' have all passed the half-
million mark.

englisrrhorri, two clarinets,'bass clarinet,'bas«-' *^1
sobn, two to four horns, three trumpets, three -
trombones, tuba, two percussion, harp, plane?,' r
celeste, eight to twelve violins, four violas, four
cellos and two basses. This apparent over-
balance in woodwind and brass is not funda-
mentally a matter of .choice but necessity. More
than one-half of the score often consists of
dance music, and the desire to be realistic dic-
tates frequent use of saxes and brass. However
there is lately discernible a tendency toward
the judicial use of strings and woodwinds,
especially under important dialogue.

Everyone connected with the preparation and
development of a musical score is usually pres-
ent at recording. Last-minute preparations for
a smooth performance are completed. These
include, for example, a breakdown of sequence
according to size of orchestra, checked by the
librarian; start and stop marks and important
cue lines penciled on the film by the music '
cutter and loops of film containing click tracks.

The music played on the soundstage is picked
up by a number of microphones suspended
above the different sections of the orchestra atld.' ,
channeled to the,recording booth or truck." The;
music recorder ("mixer") controls, the.;
picked vpr byteach mikltl ' '" ""'

•••.*•.'i*.' "J-ia.1 "nth*. Vt*i* * l»«*rii(Vlftii * *&

. , ,
iffteMo'tic.rj;Fi,c«areiIndus'tr:y mikes-fettiej:
-more exacting demands upon the arranger; be-,
sides a specialized technique, he must have a

'natural feeling for dramatic composition.

Yes, the present-day arranger, when com-
pared to the old line orchestrator, and for that
matter old line composer, emerges as a very
versatile artist. He must be a showman, en-
dowed with creative ability; he rnu?t be^an en-
gineer, familiar with all sorts of new modern
devices, gadgets, microphones, control panels,
etc., to enable him to write for underrstringed
or over-brassed orchestras; and to top it all, he
must be a good instrumentalist and orchestrator,
and in general a thorough musician.

Let us not think therefore of arranging as
a middle-man's occupation.' It has long ceased
to be so! . • • , *

RUDY DE"SAXE

'- The'New York membership of A§MA"in<
eludes such pjjomlnent'arrangers as Prank Black,
Russell Bennett (founder president of ASMA)>
Joe Glover, Harris Ho,bble, Ben Ludl<W,
George ,B- Leeman, Lyn Murray, Alan Shuljnan,
Dave Terry and Nathan Lang Van Cleave.
ASMA plans-to establish a New York Chapter
in the near future.

A.S.M.A. Honor Roll

* * * **• * * *
* * * *

* * * *
* *Roy Chaimberlain, Paul Mertz, Edward E.

Ocnoff, Ruby Raksin, Alex Steinert, Al Wood-
bury, George B. Leeman, George Copp, Jr.,
Russell Garcia,1 Lou Halmy, Spud Murphy,
Leith Stevens, Lester Spencer^ Alan Shulman;
David Tamkin, Dave Terry, Robert Van Ep?
and Robert Balk rd.

'engineering1

-and a, fe^iag
Fifteen^ears of-practice esper-,,—-p .-T,™,.
at last produced a small .^roup of, experts ,C|
pable o,f doing this most important work,

Pre-Recording

A large number of mdtion pictures contain ••
musical sequences composed of song or datjce :
routines. These must be recorded before they
can be filmed, to give the director and camera-'
man complete freedom in regards to earner*
angles required by action and locale of , story.
A musical number may run for several rainutes.
without showing soloists, ensemble or orchestra
in actual performance. It becomes then 'aitt/'in-"
tegral part of the musical background >?while
the story* is recorded by camera and micro-
phone. _ •

" Pre-recordings frequently -utilize up to
recording channels, represented by as
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• I cannot write my usual humorous ( ? ) col-
umn this month. So much, of importance to
so many, hinges on the result of the coming
ejection, that I am forced to write this, my first
(and' probably last) political column.

, • Now, fea'r not, you rabid Republicans and
dogmatic Democrats! By not one word, line or
paragraph, shall I offend your sensibilities. I
have but one word to say, a non-partisan word
-VOTE! VOTE! VOTE!

" ^.JNo matter, how busy you are at election time,
matter how little you may thinjc of the

taoce, of your individual little vote, no
Wbethef you ,yo»- Republican,

* I have a very personal reason for being
so vehement about the' vital necessity for voting
at this time. I never voted until 1940, and I
am thoroughly convinced that I ,like all others
who shirked their duty at the polls, am partly
responsible for the present .world war. If all
of us will go to the polls at every election, no
matter how seemingly unimportant, and vote
for the men whose records, and whose party's
records best agree with our own ideas and
desires, whether selfish or unselfish, then we
have at least a chance to make this country what
it should and must be in order to keep its pres-
ent high place in the post-war world.

• For the second time in this generation, our
Republic has become the acknowledged leader
among the decent, civilized nations of this
globe. We cannot, dare not, shirk our responsi-
bility a second time. As our intellects and
consciences direct, let us all get out and VOTE!

Gordon Jenkins On
'Bob Burns Program'
..Gordon Jenkins has drawn the directorial

the Bob Burns .program over NBC
- '-J - " • I •> ' ' • * '

wr< ^7^™*?--
|fKv-l;;;^r, ' " ; ' ••/'- -. ' '

• Applies for More
Television Stations

. ' The Columbia Broadcasting System recently
!* ; ̂ led applications with FCC for licenses to

'.< operate television stations in Boston, Chicago,
•••' tos Angeles and St. Louis. A similar applica-
'- " tion for a television station to be operated in
; ; ' New York was filed with the FCC last June.
-. These five CBS applications are the maximum

,, i vith the FCC will presently permit any single
television broadcaster to file.

1307 Bond St., Los, Angeles, California
PRospect I38S

Score sn«/,Manuscript Paper
for the Professional Musician

Bassman in'Paddy Rollers' Studio NeWS . . ..
George Bassman has been ̂  slated to write

musical score to "Paddy Rollers," an MGM
production.

SCOREBOARD

The Scoreboard is the "Who's DoM
What" in radio, dance and motion-pic-
ture industry. To be included in this
listing, which will appear in each issue,
please send all information regarding
your professional activities to THE
SCORM, P. 0, Bout 807 Beverly Hills,
California, , • -,' ,

Orchestrated on "Three's' a
Family," Master Productions* Inc.

JACK VIRGIL orchestrated on "Here
Come the Waves," Paramount.

GEORGE PARRISH orchestrated on "Two
Years Before the Mast," Paramount.

MAURICE DE PACKH arranged on "Where
Do We Go from Here," 20th Cent.

LEO SHUKEN, orchestrated on "Two
Years Before the Mast," Paramount.

MARLIN SKILES wrote score to "Tonight
and Every Night," Columbia.

GEORGE DUNING wrote score to "Hello
Mom," Columbia.

GIL GRAU orchestrated on "Brighton
Strangler," RKO.

FRANK SKINNER, Musical Director on
"The Suspect," Universal.

HERBERT SPENCER arranged on "Dia-
mond Horseshoe," 20th Cent.

GENE ROSE arranged on "Nob Hill,"
20th Cent.

EDWARD POWELI wrote developments
and orchestrated "Keys of the King-

'

ly Speaking," Watn«r Bros;

JIMMY MAYFI$LD arranges vocals for
, "Pabst Blue Ribbon" program.
SYDNEY FINE arranges vocals for "Dinah

Shore Program."

DALE BUTTS wtote score to "Flame of
the Barbary Coast," Republic.

JOSEPH DUBIN wrote score to "Thor-
oughbreds," Republic.

MORT GLICKMAN orchestrated on "Flame
of the Barbary Coast," Republic.

Joe De Nat With International
Joe De Nat has' joined, the International

Music Dept. replacing Jack Pfeiffer, musical
director for the Sonja Heine Ice Show, whi^h, is
now on tctuf. ' ' * .

PARAMOUNT
Pictures Scored or Scoring: "Two Years Before

the Mast," • with Victor Young on score;
"Here Come the Waves," with Robert Dolan
as musical director.

In Preparation: "Out of this World"; "Kitty";
"Duffy's Tavern"; "Salty O'Rourke," and
"Miss Susie Slagle."

COLUMBIA
Pictures Scored: "Together Again"; "Tonight

and Every Night," and "Hello Mom."
In Preparation: "'Road to Yesterday"; "A Thou-

sand and One Nights," with1 Marlin Skiles
on score.

RKO
t; Staged;- "Brighton,,!

"in .p*efat4tio»f* "Nevada"; '"Be
East"; "Two O'Clock Courage," and "Pan-
Americana."

X .

UNIVERSAL
Pictures Scored or Scoring: "Mystery Queen of

the Jungle"; "Fairy Tale Murder"; "Can't
Help Singing."

In Preparation: "Salome, Where She Danced";
"Frisco Sal"; "The Suspect"; "Here Come the
Co-Eds."

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
Pictures Scored or Scoring: "Keys of the King-

dom"; "Laura."
In Preparation: "Winged Victory';; "Diamond

Horseshoe"; "Nob Hill"; "Where Do We
Go from Here."

WARNER BROS.
Pictures Scored: "Roughly Speaking"; "Ob-

jective Burma"; "The Corn Is Green."
In Preparation: "Of Human Bondage," "God

Is My Co-Pilot," and "Pillar to Post."

REPUBLIC
Pictures Scored:. "Flame of the,Barbary, Coast";', ,'• ',

I

•Pictures Scored: "The Woman ia.i,
dow," with Arthur Lange, Hug»( W) K
hofer and Charles Maxwell oft.the" scSris;

In Preparation: "It's A Pleasure," " , ' ' ' ' . -

Opera Program Available >
To Radio Listeners -

As part of a plan to promote the enjoyment
of good music a 40-page opera broadcast |>ro-'
gram has been prepared by the sponsors of this
current San Francisco Opera season aired over
KHJ-Don Lee. The programs are bein,g -dls^
tributed frete to radio listeners for the askJngi"

The booklet gives the time and date for each
of the 14 operas in the series, the names of th? .
world-famous artists participating andx their/
photographs, as well as a synopsis of th(f operas,
The booklets may be obtained without cost: LJ

writing tcj 'the locil D&n Lee-Mkuual
or to P.O. lo* 3175, San Francisco'i9,



MUSIC
Hubbard Linscott-Folk Song of Old New Eng-

land
Finney—A History of Musk
Work—American Negro Songs and Spirituals
Johnson—Your Career in Music

BOOKS
Stravinsky—Dances Concertantes for chamber

orch. (arranged for 2 pianos by Ingolf
Dahl.)

Schoenberg-MZoncerto for piano and orch. op.
, 42 (arranged for 2 pianos)

Milhaud—Les Songes (2 pianos)
Bacon—Along Unpaved Roads—Songs ' of a

.Lonesome People (vocal)
La Violette-'-Largo Lyrico (min.score)

' li—3 Ricercari in 4 parts (strings)
i—Two T.rips

-

IJiMdemitfi—String Quartet' ('£ Mat Major)

crashes, etc. Reels which contain very' little
music are disposed of first to save time.

Sach sequence is carefully rehearsed to get
the general idea arid clean up wrong notes.
It is then played with the picture to check
timing, correct dynamics and to get the par-
ticular interpretation the conductor or composer
desires. If changes are made during rehearsals
or the music is not up to expectations, it is the
arranger or orchestrator who will perform the
necessary surgery or blood-transfusion to the
ailing composition.

Then follows the actual recording with pic-
ture (the "take"). The music is simultaneously
recorded on film 'and an acetate disk, which
isj played back with picture and dialogue for
checking. If not satisfactory On account of
either timing or performance, the process will
be repeated until the perfect result is obtained.

Space forbids more than a bare mention
of the long and arduous working hours put

, ... vUn ^everyone <partM»at,yut mvtte ;
i^&fodilMtfii£sbk«iL&!Ui4<Ai A *\K

A Score is Born
(Continued from Page 2)

mikes. Soloists are usually segregated in an
open booth, the choir to one side or back of
the chorus and the orchestra in front. Each
vocal unit has its own mike, the orchestra as
many as needed for the different sections and
one "over-all" mike. In the case of a tap-
dance routine another will be placed to pick
up the sounds from the hardwood floor on
which the dancers perform.

When the number is played- each unit is re-
corded on a separate film, the over-all mike
taking an approximate impression of the per-
formance as a whole. This process simplifies
the problems of balance arising in re-recording.
As each element shows prominently on the
screen its corresponding soundtrack will dom-
inate the others.

Recording
The sequences requiring the largest number

,of musicians are usually recorded first. The or-
che$tra is then, in succeeding sessions, gradually

.' .^according to the demands of .the „,
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n* a, .caiefsT «electfonT
chosen takes is made by the music cutter, con-
duqtoi* and his associates for the purpose of re-
recording.

Re-Recording
Technically known as "dubbing" this is the

process of combining all soundtracks into a

' well-balanced whole, Th"e personnel*
of two or three soundmixers atid—wh&S^vet?,
possible—the original music recorder,

A,s the dialogue has been recorded with th^'
filming of the action, the problerfl U'feOW to /
add music and all natural sound* and twises
essential to the scene without obsCurjflj} "the
dialogue. Unfortunately the dtobbers^ vety, sel-
dom get the reels in chronological sequ&ke nM,
are thus unaware of the important, part ijtt(isi(2
plays in pointing up the dramatic action, in
certain scenes. ,

A first rehearsal is naturally a very crude
affair, as the crew has to become familiar with
the different souttdtraclfS and their relative *
portance. The tendency toward rfi^lijni>"i^
completely submerges the musical '"idtcttu ' >A_S'
a general rule open spots without •***<''•*"<*
come through • • • • ' • • • • •

, ,, * ^ - -,-..•» •.- •. -^ »••.«.->•., */?t"'t$fFtF?t
BUT—unless the musical director, composef

or one of his associate—is present during the1

recording of all musical sequences, in a super-
visory capacity it may turn out another case of
love's labor lost. Even scenes that have no
dialogue will emerge with prominent mechani-
cal noises or giant crickets chirping in the
woodlands and meadows, wihle the ear barely
perceives an anaemic violin or trumpet wailing
in the wilderness.

(This is the last in a series of articles dealing
with music in the films by Charles Maxwell.
-ED.)

Membership in the American Society of
Music Arrangers is open to professional com-
poser-arrangers in all fields. Membership appli-
cations will be forwarded by Secretary Vernon
Leftwich upon request.
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